My English Journey

Recap poetic techniques.
Exam technique.
Language analysis.

Retrieving information
Summarising and comparing
texts
Identifying writers’ methods
and explaining impact of
language and text structure

YEAR
3.4

11

KS4 – GCSE, Functional skills
Learn parts of a modern playscript
Analyse script and directions
Political and historical context
Debating skills

Character profiles.
Comprehension questions.
Key themes and writing opportunities

An Inspector Calls

A Christmas Carol
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YEAR
3.4

Unseen
Poetry

Revision and
Gaps

Shakespeare
Romeo & Juliet

KS4 – Functional Skills English
Reading analysis and features of a playscript.
Character studies.
Themes and structure of scripts including stage
directions, dialogue and pauses
Opportunities for drama, debate and written tasks
Story with dual/multiple
perspectives
Focus on reading
comprehension skills
Creative writing opportunities

Characterisation
Plot structure as well as different vocabulary
Developing reading analysis skills
Reading non fiction around WW2
Armistice day
War poetry
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KS3 - English

Heroes &
Villains

Literary heritage-conventions
of myths, legends, story telling,
characterisation and using
language for impact/effect

Myths and
Legends

Introduction to Shakespeare, his background,
the historical context, and the Globe theatre.
Explore a range of Shakespearean stories.
Identify key characters and themes.

YEAR
3.4

Autobiography
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KS2 - English

Character
description

Consolidation of skills and knowledge with opportunities to apply these across a wide range of
writing, reading, speaking and listening tasks. A focus on grammar and spelling accuracy will help
to raise the standards produced in writing tasks.

Traditional
Tales

D
Reports

Key features of reports.
Impact of language choice.
Fake news – fact and opinion
Environmental issues in local area

Building on previous work in Year 7.
Study an abridged version
Understanding language use
Exploring relationships between characters

Experience a wide range of different texts including
19th Century.
Character analysis.
Poetry.
Range of fiction and non fiction writing activities

An Introduction
to Shakespeare
and his Stories

YEAR
3.4

Write using
language
effectively and
revisit
previous skills
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Shakespeare Play

War themed story

KS3 - English

YEAR
3.4

Story with a theme

Playscript

YEAR
3.4

Narrative hooks
Paragraph structure
Chapters
Text structure
Persuasive writing
Dialogue
Characterisation
Key language techniques

Impact of media and focus on news reports
Explore authorial intent
Understand the social and historical contexts and
challenging issues.
Reading analysis and a wide range of written tasks

Reports

Persuasive
writing

Explanations

Adventure
Stories

KS2 - English
Use language
effectively to
convey meaning

Prepare and
perform
playscripts

Playscripts

Persuasive
writing

Writing for an
audience

Describe settings
Predict and infer
information

Traditional Tales

Narrative

Grammar focus
on correct use of
features

YEAR
3.4

Recounts

C

KS2 - English

YEAR
3.4

Learn texts, ask
questions, plan
writing

B

Prepare and
perform
playscripts.

Listen,
recite and
discuss

Write using
organisational
devices

Reports

Narrative

Language
features

Revisit language and
text structures
Vocabulary extension Authorial intent
Technical language
work

Instructions

Adventure
Stories

Explanations

Playscripts

KS2 – English
Recount

Language
features

Instructions

Describe settings
Predict and infer
information

Narrative

Retrieve and record
Identify and use
Organisational devices

Persuasive writing

Identify themes in
stories.

Traditional Tales

My English Journey

YEAR
3.4

A

Traditional
Tales Identify
themes in
stories.

